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The Key Release Notes – version 5.2 

Detailed below are changes that have been made for version 5.2 of the Key  

Client Portal 

Fact Find 

A client focused fact find has been added to the client portal. This is designed to allow clients to 

complete certain information (generally restricted to ‘hard’ facts such as employment details etc.) 

which is automatically transferred into the client record in the Key.  

Enabling the Client Portal Fact Find 

Use of the client portal fact find is an option that is controlled through the Key’s setup area. The 

functionality is set within Setup > General > Online, under the ‘Client Portal’ heading. By default, this 

will be enabled.  

 

Figure 1: Enabling the Client Portal Fact Find 

If this checkbox is left blank, the ability to launch into the fact find will not be present within the 

portal.  
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Locking/Unlocking Client Access  

At the bottom of the Sale Selection screen, a new button will either state ‘Lock Online Fact Find’ or 

‘Unlock Online Fact Find’. This controls the client’s access to the fact find through the portal, and 

their ability to update the data.  

 

Figure 2: Lock/Unlock Online Fact Find 

To clarify, the button acts as a toggle controlling the state of the fact find and the client’s ability to 

access the fact find to make updates. 

 ‘Lock Online Fact Find’ 

o This means that the client currently has the ability to edit the fact find through the 

portal, and clicking the button will ‘lock’ the fact find 

 ‘Unlock Online Fact Find’ 

o This means that the client currently does not have the ability to edit the fact find 

through the portal, and clicking the button will ‘unlock’ the fact find 
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It is possible to have a ‘Fact Find Snapshot’ taken each time the ‘lock/unlock’ status is changed. This 

is enabled by default. The status can be changed in Setup > General > Sales Process.  

 

Figure 3: Online Fact Find Snapshots 

Tracking Client Activity on the Portal Fact Find 

The Sale Selection screen will also detail when the last update to the fact find was made by the client

 

Figure 4: Online Fact Find Update Date 

Any activity by the client that updates the fact find will also be recorded in the ‘Activity Log’, located 

in Client > Admin > Client Portal.  

 

Figure 5: Activity Log 

A record of the changes will also be stored in the Client > Admin > Audit tab.  

Client Screens 

The client will now see a ‘Fact Find’ button next to the sale detail in the portal.  
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Figure 6: Client Portal Home Page 

Clicking the Fact Find button will take the user into a set of screens for completion.  

 

Figure 7: Client Portal Fact Find Screen 

The screens form a subset of the fact find, and are designed to capture ‘hard facts’ prior to any 

advice or the identification of potential needs. The client can complete the screens to the best of 

their ability with the minimum of mandatory fields, with all data added immediately uploaded to 

their record in the Key. For the few mandatory fields that do exist, any error in the data is clearly 
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shown in red, with an explanation. 

 

Figure 8: Portal Error Message 

A ‘Save’ button is available on each screen, as is a ‘Home’ button that will take the user back to the 

main portal page. The user can navigate between screens either by clicking on the heading, or by 

using the ‘Next’ button.  

Individual Account Details for Applicants 1 and 2 

The login functionality for the client portal has been extended to offer individual login accounts for 

applicant one and applicant two (if present). The login area for joint applicants will now appear as 

follows: 

 

Figure 9: Portal Joint Applicant Login 

The functionality for sending login details remains the same, with the only change being that each 

applicant will have both their own login credentials, and their access to the portal can be individually 

controlled.  

With each applicant having individual access details, the information presented in the ‘Activity Log’ 

(also shown in Client > Admin > Client Portal) has been extended to clarify which applicant has 

logged in etc.  
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Single Login Send for Joint Portal Access 

By default, each applicant will have their own ‘Send login details’ button, meaning that details can 

be sent to one party only if required.  

An alternative option will remove the ability to send individual login credentials, and automatically 

send the login information to both applicants. This can be turned on in Setup > General > Online, and 

selecting the ‘Client Portal Joint Access’ option under ‘Client Portal’.  

 

Figure 10: Portal Joint Login Settings 

If this value is selected, then the screen for sending login details to joint applicants will change to the 

following. 
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Figure 11: Portal Automated Login to Both Applicants 

This shows that the individual ‘Send login details’ have been removed, and replaced with a ‘Send 

both applicants their login details’ button.  

Documents in the Portal 
Documents opened from within the Portal > Documents area will now open in a new tab within the 

user’s browser.  

Locked Message 

If a client tries to login to the portal whilst the record is open in the Key, the message presented has 

been changed to be more meaningful.  

 

Figure 12: Account Locked Message 

Sale Status 

To add clarity for the user, any closed sales that are listed in the client portal will be appended with 

the word ‘(Closed)’ 

Products > Mortgage Details 

The mortgage details presented through the portal will now display the first line of the address to 

provide further clarity to the user.  

Other Portal Items 

 Resolved issue impacting formatting of date of birth when using Microsoft Edge 

 Resolved issue where date of birth could appear blank when viewing on an iPhone or iPad 

 Resolved issue where nonsensical dates of birth could be added through the Firefox browser 

 Added a maximum login attempts function – if the user enters the incorrect password multiple 

times, the account will be locked and the advisor will need to resend login details 
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 Corrected discrepancy in text descriptions used on various screens if no sale existed for the 

client 

 Removed some unnecessary ‘tag’ images appearing through Microsoft Edge browser 

Sales Level Advisor 
The Key will now support different advisors to be associated with individual sales within the Key. The 

advisors who can be allocated to a sale are restricted according to their user permissions, and, in 

particular, will respect the restrictions of own work and own branch access as defined in Setup > 

Users > User Details > Permissions.  

Enabling/Disabling Sales Level Advisor 

By default, the sales level advisor functionality will be disabled. To enable the functionality, place a 

check next to the ‘Enable Sales Level Advisor…’ option within Setup > General > Sales Process.  

 

Figure 13: Sales Level Advisor Setting 

Changing Sales Level Advisor 

Once enabled, a new button will be displayed in the ‘Sale Selection’ screen (Client > Fact Find), called 

‘Reassign Sale Advisor’.  
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Figure 14: Reassigning Sale Advisor 

By default, any new sales will be associated with the Advisor who is associated with the client. This is 

displayed in Client > Admin > Main.  

To change the associated advisor, click on the ‘Reassign Sale Advisor’ button.  

 

Figure 15: Sale Advisor Reassignment Dialogue 

From the dialogue box that appears, select the advisor who is to be allocated the sale. The 

administrator associated with that user will be displayed in a read-only field. Click ‘OK’ to reallocate 

the sale. This will generate a user prompt that confirms what actions are taking place.  

 

Figure 16: Reassigned Sale Confirmation 
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Click ‘Yes’ to confirm and the change will be displayed in the sales grid.  

 

Figure 17: Sale Advisor Confirmation 

The advisor being allocated the sale will also receive a task confirming that the sale has been 

assigned to them.  

The sale will now be allocated to that user for further processing, and any workflow tasks that 

reference the ‘Advisor’ will be allocated to this user.  

Inter Branch Task Allocation 
The functionality around reassigning a task to a different user has been extended to allow specified 

users normally not accessible to accept tasks assignment.  

The ability to reassign a task, in particular the list of available users to reassign a task to, was 

previously restricted according to the user permissions of the individual trying to carry out the 

reassignment. In particular, this meant that a user restricted to their ‘Own Branch Only’ was unable 

to reassign a task to a user not part of the same branch. This proved restrictive for organisations 

utilising the branch structure, but with a central team of administrators who covered multiple 

branches.  

The general restrictions around branch access remain in place, as these are required to protect data. 

However, a user can now be assigned a status that will allow ANY other user to assign a task to 

them. This is set through the ‘User Details > Permissions’ tab for an individual, accessed through 

Setup > Users.  

 

Figure 18: Allocate Tasks Permission 
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If a check is placed next to ‘User can be allocated tasks by ANY other user’, then their details will 

appear in the Specific User dropdown for a task. Note that this checkbox is only available if the user 

is not restricted in their access to the client bank in any way, i.e. neither of ‘Use can only view their 

own work’ or ‘User can only view their own Branch / Team work’ can be checked.  

Sourcing Documentation Return 
A new option in Setup > General > General will allow sourcing through Mortgage Brain to return only 

the lender preferred illustration type.  

 

Figure 19: Sourcing Documentation 

Previous versions would return both the KFI and ESIS document to the Key. If this setting is enabled, 

only the illustration type preferred by the lender will be returned to the Product Details record. This 

option will be disabled by default.  

User File Check Percentage 
The Key has previously recorded a random file check percentage against a user profile as a single 

figure. This has now been enhanced to allow a different file check level to be set for mortgage and 

insurance products.  
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Figure 20: File Check Percentages 

These settings are located within an individual’s ‘User Details > Roles’ screen, accessed from Setup > 

Users.  

The ability to check the next ‘X’ number of cases has also been amended. This will still check the next 

‘X’ cases (where ‘X’ is the number recorded), but the option is now available to only include 

mortgage, insurance or both as cases that would count. For example, if check the next 5 mortgage 

cases was selected, a mortgage case would be triggered for a check and reduce this number by one, 

whilst an insurance product will only trigger a check if it falls under a high risk category or random 

check, and if marked for checking would not reduce the ‘check the next’ number.  

Commission Reconciled Detail 
When selecting an item that has been reconciled within the Commissions > Reconciled screen, the 

detail of ‘Allocated Items’ has been extended to show the associated Advisor name.  
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Figure 21: Commission Reconciled Advisor 

Scheduled Reports 
When a report is scheduled for automated running, the ability to ‘Edit’ the report schedule has been 

added.  

To access, click on ‘View Report schedule’ in any of the ‘New Business’, ‘Commissions’ or 

‘Compliance’ screens within the ‘Reports’ menu.  

This will open the ‘Report Schedule’ window, with the new ‘Edit Item’ button.  

 

Figure 22: Edit Scheduled Reports 
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Other Enhancements 
 Setup > Users > User Details > Training & Competence – CPD hours can now be recorded to 

one decimal place 

 Setup > Compliance – ‘Debt Consolidation’ has been added as a high-risk indicator. This will 

be disabled upon deployment.  

 Setup > Compliance – The email alert sent when a case is marked for checking will now include 

the advisor name 

 Setup > Integration > Exchange Server – Resolved case where an incorrect server address 

could cause a .NET critical error 

 Client > Search – Amended database to prevent excessive load times 

 Client > Client Contact – Amended validation of email addresses to support new top level 

domains 

 Client > Fact Find – Added more ‘local’ save points to prevent data loss in case of 

computer/application failure 

 Admin > Pipeline – Multi Plan is now a configurable column option 

 Admin > Compliance – ‘Incomplete Audits’ tab now hidden if Key is not set up as for an AR/DA 

Network (in Setup > General > Company Details) 

 MortgageBrain Classic Integration – Broker fee being correctly returned into the Key 

 Reports – Added ‘Multi Plan’ as option in Reports > Queries > Insurance Type and Reports > 

Ad Hoc > Insurance > Basis 

 Reports – When using the ‘Select All’ option for advisors to be included in a report, the ensuing 

report will display the word ‘All’ rather than listing out all advisors by name 

END 


